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Director - General’s Note

Southeast Asia is a culturally rich and diverse region
counting numerous World Heritage sites classified by
UNESCO across the ten countries of ASEAN: Indonesia,
Vietnam, Thailand, the Philippines, Malaysia, Myanmar,
Cambodia, Singapore, and Laos. Only Brunei lacks a World
Heritage site.
With some of the world’s most famous sites like the
historic towns of Sukhothai and Ayutthaya in Thailand,
Angkor Wat in Cambodia or Ha Long Bay in Vietnam,
ASEAN is home to 37 wonderful sites that stand out for their
natural and cultural value, they also represent the common,
symbolic importance and cultural relevance of Southeast
Asia.
Indonesia and Vietnam lead the list with eight inscribed
sites each, with the Philippines having six, Thailand five,
Malaysia four, Cambodia and Laos two each, and Myanmar
and Singapore one each. The first sites from the region
were inscribed at the 15th session of the World Heritage
Committee in 1991. The latest site to be inscribed is the
Temple Zone of Sambor Prei Kuk in Cambodia, inscribed
at the 41st session of the Committee in July 2017.
Each year tens of millions of travelers from around the world
travel to Southeast Asia, but not all of them are pleasure
seekers coming to enjoy the beach, to shop and to eat.
Many of them come to absorb the culture and discover the
heritage of the region. They want to experience something
magical that will stay in their hearts forever. The many
beautiful and valuable World Heritage Sites Southeast Asia
has to offer will certainly be hard to forget. Each country in
the region holds much wonder for travelers to discover and
the entire region will leave visitors mesmerized.

Nalikatibhag Sangsnit
Director-General, DASTA

As a handy list for travelers and those who have a special
interest in World Heritage sites, this guidebook has
assembled the complete list of World Heritage Sites in the
ASEAN countries together with some stunning pictures and
detailed maps to help visitors get the most out of their
experience.
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Cparksombing
manmade wonders and natural
rich with wildlife, Thailand is home to

in its religious and administrative buildings,
Thailand’s traditions extend to its people
five World Heritage Sites classified by who are well known for their hospitality and
UNESCO. With remains of ancient capital welcoming nature.
cities, prehistoric archaeological remains
and natural parks resplendent with lush Whilst millions of hedonistic holiday makers
jungles, Thailand’s World Heritage Sites are journey to Thailand every year for its
just a few of the highlights of the country’s beaches full of firedancers and cocktail
drinkers, there are those who also come to
touristic wealth.
visit the days of Old Siam. The modern
Based upon a foundation of Theraveda party-island style of Thai tourism is a fairly
Buddhism, Thailand’s culture takes on recent phenomenon, yet the shared heritage
influences from India, China, Cambodia and of the people of Thailand dates back
the rest of Southeast Asia and blends it with centuries. UNESCO has listed five sites that
the kingdom’s own indigenous way of life. meet its criteria for cultural and natural
With its traditional architecture represented importance.
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Historic Town of

Sukhothai
and Associated Historic Towns
Location : Sukhothai and Kamphaeng Phet
Year of Inscription : 1991

Ttheravelling
north and back in time beyond
ancient city of Ayutthaya to the very

first capital of Siam, Sukhothai, is also a
journey back to the beginnings of Thai
architecture. The civilization that flourished
there can lay claim to being the birthplace
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of a culture that was later nurtured
elsewhere and grew into what is the modern
Thai culture of today. The UNESCO site
incorporates three cities that shared
a common water supply and related
hydraulic infrastructure and were joined

by a highway, the first major road of
its kind in the region, called Thanon
Phra Ruang after the king who built it.
There are many ancient, ruined cities
in the world whose people and religion
were either extinguished or evolved
beyond recognition. Many ancient
cities have been constantly built upon
by subsequent civilisations or
changed by colonialists who helped
to scuipt the architecture that now
defines many of the Heritage cities
across Southeast Asia. The three cities
of Sukhothai, Si Satchanalai and
Kamphaeng Phet all display the
origins of the modern Thai state in their
town planning and architectural
design. The linear passage of
development is clear to see

especially in the economic drivers of the old
cites, such as agriculture and ceramics, that
still play a key role in Thai society today.
Visiting the area is quite easy thanks to the
nearby airport, the three cities of Sukhothai
are managed as three separate parks with the
dual goal of conserving the site’s integrity and
promoting tourism through the expansion of
tourist facilities.
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Tlikehesomewhat
central plains of Thailand may seem
of a blind spot to most

being one of the most cosmopolitan cities
of the age. The topography back then was
tourists. The islands are to the south, the such that the location was perfect for the
jungles to the north, and the historic River newly founded capital, Siam’s second, to
Kwai is to the west. With Bangkok as become both a fortress and a centre for
a starting point,
commerce. This
however, a feast for
lasted for 400 years
history buffs lies a
before the Burmese
few hours to the
attacked and
north. The city of
destroyed the city,
Ayutthaya was
with the survivors
founded in 1350 and
fleeing to Bangkok to
could lay claim to
build a new capital.
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Historic City of

Ayutthaya
Location : Ayutthaya
Year of Inscription : 1991

What remains of Ayutthaya
today is effectively a huge
archaeological site as the
city was never reclaimed or
repopulated. The city exists
as ruins with signature spires
reaching up to the sky from
the rubble below. The
buildings have endured
much weathering since they
were abandoned, especially
during the catastrophic flooding of 2011
that swept down through the central plains
and reached the northern suburbs of
Bangkok. One of the more lasting images
of this time was of the half submerged
Buddha head with bodhi tree roots
wrapped around it at Wat Mahathat. The
damage was not overly extensive though
and the fact that the city has survived this
long suggests it will take more than that to
bring it down.

the south. This means that so much is
known about Ayutthaya in the historical
record, whilst much of the Siamese Royal
Court’s records were destroyed, the city
received many visitors who kept account
of their own and these remain to this day.
Even without this historical knowledge the
site remains a wonderful place to visit. The
Heritage Site is about 3 km2 but the most
magnificent spire in the area can be found
at Wat Ratchaburana which sits on an
island at the conflux of three rivers. This
What makes Ayutthaya particularly area makes for a pleasant bicycle ride and
interesting is that the culture it incubated is very easy to reach.
continued on a few hundred kilometres to
THAILAND / 13

Bimportant
an Chiang is considered the most
prehistoric settlement so far

the world that collects Asian artefacts has
a piece from Ban Chiang. Less than one
percent of the Site has been excavated
and its age is constantly changing, it is
currently believed to be around 3,500
years old.

discovered in Southeast Asia. The Site is
a large, prehistoric earthen mound located
in an agricultural area in the northeast of
Thailand, near the Mekong River. The
mound was first discovered in 1966 when
a Harvard student stumbled across some The Site is famous for its red painted
old pots under a kapok tree. Fifty years pottery but was listed by UNESCO as an
later and now practically every museum in example of an agrarian society that achieved
human cultural, social, and technological
evolution independently before spreading
out around Southeast Asia.
One of the excavation sites is opened for
public viewing, with a covered area for
protection. There is also a museum which
houses much of the pottery that the Site is
famous for.

Ban Chiang
Archaeological Site
Location : Udon Thani
Year of Inscription : 1992
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Thungyai-Huai Kha Khaeng
Wildlife Sanctuaries

Location : Kanchanaburi, Uthai Thani and Tak
Year of Inscription : 1991

SThailand’s
tretching across 6,000 km on
western border with Myanmar,
2

with a population count conducted by the
Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) putting
the number at 200. The Sanctuaries straddle
the Shan-Thai folded mountains where the
natural border of the two countries runs
north to south along a ridge. The tallest
mountain within the forested area is 1,830
metres tall and provides stunning views of
rolling hills and jungle rich with history.

the Thungyai-Huai Kha Khaeng Wildlife
Sanctuaries are part of the largest seasonal
tropical forest on the subcontinent and
fosters a unique melting pot of life. Animals
and plants of the Sino-Himalayan, IndoBurmese, and Indo-Chinese variety can all
be found intermingling in a habitat which
roughly one third of the mammals in
The UNESCO site incorporates two
Southeast Asia call home.
Sanctuaries which were established in the
You can find deer, macaques, civets and early 1970s, they function under the
elephants here as well as the endangered Department of National Parks, Wildlife and
Indochinese Tiger which used to roam Plant Conservation (DNP) which provides
across the five northern countries of Southeast the strongest legal framework to ensure
Asia but is now extinct in Cambodia and the protection of the forest and its wildlife.
has dwindled to just 20 in Vietnam and Both Sanctuaries are open to visitors daily
Laos combined. The numbers in the and there are several trails to hike along
Sanctuaries are more positive, however, with a guide.
THAILAND / 15

Cprotected
omprising five almost contiguous
areas and spanning 230 kilometres

many endangered species found lurking
within the dense tropical jungle. Tigers,
elephants, leopards and pelicans can
count themselves among them. A common
site on Thai social media will be an elephant
family blocking the road and causing a
traffic jam during the busy season.

between Ta Phraya National Park on the
Cambodian border in the east and Khao
Yai National Park to the west, the boundaries
of Dong Phayayen-Khao Yai Forest Complex
follow contour lines that were originally
drawn around remaining areas of forest
and natural habitats, resulting in a well Highways and dams have been built
defined but complicated boundary.
around the area to accommodate the
economic growth brought on by Khao Yai’s
The park is a popular spot for tourists, popularity amongst younger Thais. Thai
especially as a weekend getaway for tourism has had mixed success when it
Bangkokians and Thais seeking a bit of comes to preserving environments in the
fresh, cool air. It can get quite busy during face of huge numbers of tourists, but the
holiday periods but the area available to forest ecology of Dong Phayayen-Khao Yai
visitors is quite large and there are multiple Forest Complex has so far received
spots for eco tourists, bird watchers, thrill enough protection and remains a thriving
seekers, glampers and even regular example of the symbiosis that is achievable
campers. There’s an abundance of wildlife between man and nature.
to rival the other Parks on this list, with

Dong Phayayen-

Khao Yai
Forest Complex

Location : Saraburi, Nakhon Nayok,
Nakhon Rachisima, 		
Prachinburi, Srakaew
and Burirum
Year of Inscription : 2005
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How to

Travel
Travelling around Thailand is extremely
easy and convenient, airports service all
the major areas and van, taxi, bus, train
and ferry services are all available to take
you to harder to reach places.
Bangkok’s Suvarnbhumi in the center of
the country, Chiang Mai International in the
north and Phuket in the south are all major
airports that visitors can fly into from
outside the country.
Historic Town of Sukhothai
Reaching Sukothai from Bangkok is simple
enough, there are three options. You can
fly from Suvarnbhumi to Sukothai airport
using Bangkok Airways. You can also take
the train from the northern bus terminal of
Mo Chit or the train to nearby Phitsanulok
and take a bus from there to Sukhothai.
Historic City of Ayutthaya
Vintage fans amongst you can take the
steam train from Bangkok to Ayutthaya if
you’re in Bangkok at the right time of year.
The rest of the time your options for getting
to the old capital from the new are standard
train and bus. The bus leaves from Hua
Lamphong train station and drops you at

Ayutthaya train station. The bus leaves
from the northern bus terminal of Mo Chit.
Thungyai-Huai Kha Khaeng
Wildlife Sanctuaries
The Sanctuaries cover three western
provinces with the main entrance in the
north in Uthai Thani and the main entrance
in the south in Kanchanaburi. You can
reach both entrances from Bangkok’s Don
Mueang airport by bus or minivan.
Ban Chiang Archaeological
Site
The main access point to Ban Chiang
Archaeological Site is the northeastern
airport of Udon Thani. From Udon Thani
airport you can reach the site in less than
an hour by taxi or minivan.
Dong Phayayen-Khao Yai
Forest Complex
You can reach the entrance to Khao Yai
National Park from Bangkok’s Don Mueang
airport. You can take a taxi or minivan from
the airport and it’s also possible to take a
bus from Mo Chit bus terminal or a train
from Hua Lamphong.
THAILAND / 17

Historic Town of Sukhothai
and Associated Historic
Towns, Sukhothai

Where to stay

1. Leelawadee Si Satchanalai Resort –
Hotel with spa and close proximity to
the historical park.
2. Maison de Sukhothai – Enjoy an intimate
experience at this community inspired
hotel. www.maisondesukhothai.com

Where to Eat

1. Pizza House by Somprasong guest
house – Freshly made pizza every day.
2. Poo Restaurant, Mueang – Reasonably
priced Thai and international food.
3. Bar 64000 – Cool atmosphere and
funky vibe. Bar64000

1. Malakor Café and Restaurant – Spicy
food in a traditional teak house close to
the temples. Malakor Kitchen and
cafe
2. Sala Ayutthaya Eatery And Bar – Riverside hotel with views of the temple on
the other side from the restaurant.
www.salaayutthaya.com
3. The Seven Seas Restaurant – Cheap
eats, quality food next to the river.
Seven Seas Riverside Ayutthaya

What to Buy: Sangkhalok ceramic

What to Buy: Local handcrafts,

Where to Eat

ware, local snacks, silverwares and
accessories. Fine ceramics have been
made here for centuries, be sure to take
home a piece of history!

postcards, keychains.
Ayutthaya has been popular for decades
and there are many local artists who have
sprung up as a result.

Ban Chiang Archaeological
Historic City of Ayutthaya, Site, Udon Thani
Ayuthaya City

Where to stay

1. Chommuang Guest House at Ayutthaya
– Friendly spot and a great jumping off
spot for exploring the city. ชมเมือง
อยุธยา Chommuang Guest House at
Ayutthaya
2. Ayutthaya Antique Homestay – A warm
welcome greets you at this sweet little
home away from home.
Ayutthaya Antique House
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Where to stay

1. Kin Lom Chom View – Affordable
comfort in Udon Thani city centre,
convenient location and full amenities
for children and adults alike.
2. Oldie and Sleepy Hostel – Cheap and
cheerful dormitory very close to public
transport in Udon Thani, friendly place
for travelers looking for the communal
feel.

Where to

Find US

Where to Eat

Where to Eat

1. VT Namnueng – Popular Vietnamese
restaurant in a bustling area of Udon
Thani, open from dawn till dusk.
http://vtnamnueng.net
2. Da Sofia Restaurant – Swiss/Italian
owned pizzeria specializing in Italian
food using imported ingredients.
3. Food Park at Central Plaza – Food court
in Udon Thani, food courts in Thailand
are a mainstay for ‘quick eats’ in cities
and this one has a huge variety of
international and Thai food.

What to Buy: Replicas of artifacts

and clay pots.
There are tens of thousands of artifacts
from Ban Chiang in museums around the
world and the souvenir shop is overflowing
with clay pots and other replicas of the
ancient finds at the site.

Dong Phayayen - Khao Yai
Forest Complex, Nakhon
Ratchasima

Where to stay

1. Villa Marino Khao Yai – Nestled in the
heart of Khao Yai, family fun wich many
amenities. Villa Marino - Khao Yai
2. Evergreen Home with Treehouse – Lots
of sport and activity facilities.

1. The Chocolate Factory – Eclectic
variety of different chocolate treats for
your sweet tooth.
www.chocolatefactory .co.th
2. The Witches Brew Khao Yai – Taste a
slice of Tuscany at this quaint café.
The Witch’s Brew Khao Yai
3. The Castle Restaurant & Tea Room –
Grab high tea at this English themed
café. www.thamesvalleykhaoyai.com

What to Buy: Local Wine, local
fruits, T-shirts and bags.
There’s a burgeoning local wine industry
with lots of varieties for you to try.

Thungyai - Huai Kha Khaeng
Wildlife Sanctuaries, Uthai
Thani

Where to stay

1. Hup Pa Tad Homestay – Bungalows
very close to the sanctuary.
2. Baan PhuPha – Lots of recreational
activities on offer. Baan PhuPha

Where to Eat

1. Nok Noi Restaurant
2. Ban Suan Restaurant
3. Huai Kha Khaeng Country Home Resort

What to Buy : Local agricultural
products and souvenirs related to
Seub Nakhasathien, a famous thai
conservationist.
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Tmayhesometimes
tragic recent history of Cambodia
be the first thing that

complex of Angkor Wat being the most
famous, and visitors will feel like they’ve
comes to mind when thinking about the stepped back in time as they are immersed
former French colony, but as the kingdom in the temple buildings’ distinctive architectural
takes pride in its resilience and return to features that resemble volcanic rock.
relative peace it also takes pride in the
With more than 1,000 historical and natural
ancient glory of the Khmer Empire.
sites all over the world, the United Nations
The precursor to the modern Cambodian Educational, Scientific and Cultural
state once controlled much of continental Organization – UNESCO – has recognized
Southeast Asia and embodied the harmonious the historical importance of that era by
mingling of Hinduism and Buddhism that listing two sites in Cambodia as heritage
can be found all over the region. Angkor sites.
temples cover the country, the sprawling
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Angkor
Location : Siem Reap
Year of Inscription : 1992

Aarchaeological
ngkor is one of the most important
sites in Southeast Asia and

the largest religious monument in the
world. The Angkor Archaeological Park
stretches over some 400 square kilometres,
taking in swathes of lush jungle that has
grown up between the temples. The park
contains the magnificent remains of the
different capitals of the Khmer Empire,
from the 9th to the 15th century. They
include the famous Temple of Angkor
Wat and, at Angkor Thom, the famous
Bayon Temple with its gallery of historical
sculptures and reliefs.

viewing from left to right in the order of a
Hindu funeral ritual, run along a wall over
one kilometre in length. As the bestpreserved temple at the site, it is the only
one to have retained its significance as a
It was originally constructed as a Hindu religious centre since its foundation. The
temple to the god Vishnu for the Khmer temple represents the pinnacle of the high
Empire, gradually transforming into a classical style of Khmer architecture.
Buddhist temple towards the end of the
12th century. It was built by the Khmer King Angkor Wat combines two types of Khmer
Suryavarman II in the early 12th century in temple architecture: the temple-mountain
Ya odharapura the capital of the Khmer and the later galleried temple. It is
Empire, as his state and funerary temple. designed to represent Mount Meru, home
It is oriented to the west to conform to the of the devas in Hindu mythology, within a
symbolism between the setting sun and moat and an outer wall 3.6 kilometres long
death. The bas-reliefs, designed for are three rectangular galleries, each raised
22 / CANBODIA

above the next. At the centre of the temple
stands a quincunx temple where four
towers are erected in a square with a
fifth in the centre. Unlike most Angkor
temples, Angkor Wat is oriented to the west;
scholars are divided as to the significance
of this. The temple is admired for the grandeur
and harmony of its architecture, its extensive
bas-reliefs, and for the numerous devatas
adorning its walls.
Angkor was listed in UNESCO’s World
Heritage Sites in 1992 and since then
UNESCO has set up a wide-ranging
programme to safeguard this culturally
significant site and its surroundings.
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Temple of

Preah Vihear
Location : Preah Vihear
Year of Inscription : 2008

As a key edifice of the empire’s spiritual
life, it was supported and modified by
successive kings and so bears elements
of several architectural styles. PreahVihear
is unusual among Khmer temples as it is
constructed along a long north-south axis,
rather than having the conventional
rectangular plan orientated towards the east.
This site is particularly well preserved,
mainly due to its remote location, and the
exceptional quality of its architecture,
which is adapted to the natural environment.
This fusion with nature is combined with
the religious function of the temple, which
ituated atop a cliff in the Dângrêk can be seen in the exceptional quality of
Mountains that look down on a 525 metre its carved stone ornamentation.
drop, the Temple of Preah Vihear in the
province of the same name is an ancient The temple gives its name to Cambodia’s
Hindu temple dedicated to the Hindu god Preah Vihear province, in which the main
Shiva. The Temple is composed of a series building of the temple is located, as well
of sanctuaries linked by a system of as the Khao Phra Wihan National Park
pavements and staircases over an 800 which flirts along the borders of the temple’s
metre long axis and dates back to the first entry point. The park is in Thailand’s Sisaket
half of the 11th century AD. The site dates province which is where the temple is most
back further, however, and can be traced easily accessible. The Temple of Preah
to the 9th century, when the hermitage was Vihear was listed as a UNESCO World
founded.
Heritage Site on July 7, 2008.

S
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Sambor Prei
Kuk
Location : Kampong Thom
Year of Inscription : 2017

Tto thehisUNESCO
pre-Angkor temple was only added
list very recently, dating to

aficionados will really appreciate the
impressive sandstone examples of the
the 7th century the complex has yet to be style that you can find here.
overrun by tourists.
The whole area is quite wild, with a lot of
The vestiges of the city cover an area of vegetation covering huge swathes of the
25 km2 and include a walled city centre complex. Harder to reach and more
as well as numerous temples, ten of which difficult to navigate but the rewards of
are octagonal, unique specimens of their these serene temples devoid of too many
genre in Southeast Asia. Pre-Angkor art tourists are certainly worth it.
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How to

Travel
Angkor Wat
Angkor Wat is extremely easy to get to, the
airport in the town of Siem Reap is
serviced by many airlines and every taxi
driver in the city can take you to the
entrance to the temples. Every hotel in the
city can arrange a private tour that will
collect you from your hotel and take you
around Angkor Wat.
Temple of Preah Vihear
Preah Vihear is also reachable from Siem
Reap, although it’s a four hour drive there
are multiple bus companies that can take
you directly from Siem Reap to the temple.
You can also take a taxi.
Sambor Prei Kuk
There are lots of bus companies going
from Phnom Penh to Siem Reap and back,
passing Kampong Thom along the way, so
it is easy to stop off there. Once you are in
the city, you can take one of the shared
taxis to Kampong Thom, mostly leaving
near the central market.
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Angkor

Where to stay

1. Golden Temple Retreat – Great service
and attention to detail, very close to
Angkor Wat.
2. Maison de Sukhothai – Enjoy an intimate
experience at this community inspired
hotel.
http://retreat.goldentempleretreat.com/
3. De Sarann Suites – Enjoy the local
experience with this spacious, well
equipped hotel.
http://www.desarannsuites.com/

Where to Eat

1. Fresh Fruit Factory – Cute café,
delicious cuisine made from fresh and
delightful Cambodian fruits.
www.fruitcambodia.com
2. Spoons - Serves as a training facility
and multipurpose space for EGBOK
students to gain hands-on experience
while providing guests with authentic
Cambodian cuisine and hospitality.
http://egbokmission.org/spoons-cafe/

What to Buy:

Fine ceramics have
been made here for centuries, be sure
to take home a piece of history!

Temple of Preah Vihear

Where to stay

1. PreahVihear Jaya Hotel – Standard
hotel with full facilities, located not far
from the PreahVihear temple.
http://preahvihearjayahotel.com/
2. PreahVihear Boutique Hotel – Large
room, full amenities. Close to the local
market and in a convenient location for
visiting PreahVihear Temple.
http://preahvihearhotels.com/

Where to

Find US
Where to Eat: Not many choices
for café and restaurants, most tourists
choose to eat at restaurants around
Thailand’s border.
What to Buy: Hand-craft products

from locals includes T-Shirts, woven
clothes, herbs or products from nearby
forests.

Sambor Prei Kuk

Where to stay

1. Sambor Village - The only boutique
hotel in Kompong Thom.Good food and
nice atmosphere.
http://samborvillage.asia
2. Glorious Hotel & Spa – Modern 4-star
hotel with pool.

Where to Eat

1. Sambor Village Restaurant and
Bar - Excellent food in a very chill
atmosphere. http://samborvillage.asia
2. SobanTeuk – Serves French, Barbecue,
Fusion, and Cambodian dishes.
SobanTeukmaisond’hôtes Kampong
Thom Cambodge

What to Buy: Local handmade

products such as stone mandicrafts,
Krama, silk shirts, traditional Khmer
clothing and handbags.
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28 / INDONESIA

Imillion
ndonesia covers slightly less than two
square kilometers and encapsulates

take you from the tropical rainforests of
Sumatra to the snowcaps of West Papau, all
17,000 islands, forming part of the Malay the while hugging the coastline that looks out
Archipelago which is the largest in the on the Indian Ocean.
world.
Every island of Indonesia offers a different
There are eight UNESCO World Heritage experience, and the array of humanity and
Sites in Indonesia covering five of its islands biodiversity that can be found is truly
– on a map they form a crescent moon lying something to behold.
on its back. A journey to visit all of them would
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BBuddhist
orobudur is the world’s largest
monument; it houses over 500

local myth, the area known as Kedu Plain
is a Javanese 'sacred' place and has been
statues depicting images of the Lord dubbed 'the garden of Java' due to its lush
Buddha and is a priceless ancient centre agricultural fertility.
for pilgrimage and education in Mahayana
Buddhism. It is located in central Java and
comprises the three temples of Borobudur,
Mendut, and Pawon. These temples are
laid out in a straight line three kilometres
long and are believed to have been built
during the Sailendra dynasty in the 8th and
9th centuries.
The complex was built in three tiers: a
pyramidal base with five concentric square
terraces, the trunk of a cone with three
circular platforms and, at the top, a
monumental stupa. The walls and

Borobudur

the restoration in the early 20th
Temple Compounds During
century, it was discovered that three
Location : Central Java
Year of Inscription : 1991

balustrades are decorated with fine low
reliefs, covering a total surface area of 2.5
km2. Surrounding the central dome are 72
perforated stupas, each with a statue of the
Buddha nestled inside. The monument was
restored with UNESCO's help in the 1970s.
Borobudur is located in an elevated area
between two twin volcanoes, SundoroSumbing and Merbabu-Merapi, and two
rivers, the Progo and the Elo. According to
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Buddhist temples in the region, Borobudur,
Pawon and Mendut, were positioned along
a straight line. The linear alignment could
suggest a physical bond between the
temples which fits with a native folk tale
that tells of an ancient brick-paved road
from Borobudur to Mendut with walls on
both sides. The three temples of Borobudur,
Pawon and Mendut have a similar
architecture and ornamentation deriving
from the same time period, which suggests
that a ritual relationship between the three
temples, in order to have formed a sacred
unity, must have existed, although the
exact ritual process remains a mystery.

Komodo
National Park

Location : East Nusa Tenggara
Year of Inscription : 1991

Kcentreomodoof theNational
Park is located in the
Indonesian archipelago,

between the islands of Sumbawa and
Flores. The Park is made up of the three
larger islands of Komodo, Padar and
Rinca, and 26 smaller ones. It is identified
as a global conservation priority area,
comprising unparalleled terrestrial and
marine ecosystems and covers a total area
of 1,733 km2 (603 km2 of it land). The dry
climate has triggered specific evolutionary
adaptation within the terrestrial flora that
range from open grass-woodland savannah
to tropical deciduous (monsoon) forest and
quasi cloud forest. The rugged hillsides
and dry vegetation highly contrast with
the sandy beaches and the blue coral-rich
waters.

These volcanic islands
are inhabited by a
population of around 5,700
giant lizards, whose appearance and
aggressive behaviour have led to
them being called ‘Komodo dragons’
(Varanuskomodoensis). They exist nowhere
else in the world and can grow up to 3
metres long. Established in 1980, initially
the main purpose of the Park was to
conserve the unique Komodo and its habitat.
However, over the years, the conservation
effort expanded out to protecting all of the
local biodiversity, both terrestrial and
marine. Besides the Komodo, the Park
provides refuge for many other notable
terrestrial species such as the orangefooted scrub fowl, an endemic rat, and the
Timor deer. The waters surrounding
Komodo Island also contain rich marine
biodiversity. These habitats harbour more
than 1,000 species of fish, some 260
species of reef-building coral, and 70
species of sponges. Dugong, sharks,
manta rays, at least 14 species of whales,
dolphins, and sea turtles also make Komodo
National Park their home.
In 1986, the Park was declared a World
Heritage Site and a Man and Biosphere
Reserve by UNESCO, both indications of
the Park’s biological importance, and in
1991, it was declared a UNESCO World
Heritage Site.
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Archaeological Park and were built at the
height of Sailendra’s powerful dynasty in
Java in the 8th century.
While LoroJonggrang, dating from the 9th
century, is a brilliant example of Hindu
religious bas-reliefs, Sewu, with its four pairs
of Dwarapala giant statues, is Indonesia’s
largest Buddhist complex including the
temples of Lumbung, Bubrah and Asu (Gana
temple). The Hindu temples are decorated

Prambanan
Temple Compounds
Location : Central Java
Year of Inscription : 1991

Btempleuilt incompound
the 10th century, this is the largest
to venerate Shiva who, as

with reliefs illustrating the Indonesian version
of the Ramayana epic which are masterpieces
of stone carvings. These are surrounded by
hundreds of shrines that have been arranged
in three parts showing high levels of stone
building technology and architecture from
the 8th century in Java. With over 500
temples, Prambanan Temple Compounds
represents not only an architectural and
cultural treasure, but also a standing proof
of past religious peaceful cohabitation. It was
declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site
since 1991.

the Destroyer, forms one part of the Trimurti
which the temple is dedicated to, alongside
Brahma the Creator and Vishnu the Preserver.
It is also the biggest temple in Indonesia and
one of the biggest in Southeast Asia. The
temple compound is located approximately
17 kilometres northeast of the city of Yogyakarta Rising above the centre of the last of these
on the boundary between Central Java and concentric squares are three temples decorated
with reliefs illustrating the Ramayana, an
Yogyakarta provinces.
Indian epic poem that tells the story of a
The Prambanan Temple Compound consists divine prince’s struggle to save his wife from
of Prambanan Temple (also called Loro a demon king. It is characterized by its tall
Jonggrang), Sewu Temple, BubrahTemple and pointed architecture, typical of Hindu
and Lumbung Temple. Prambanan Temple architecture, and by the towering 47itself is a complex of 240 temples. All the metre-high central building inside a large
mentioned temples form the Prambanan complex of individual temples.
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Ujung
Kulon
National Park

Location : Banten (formerly
West Java) and Lampung
Year of Inscription : 1991

Uin Banten
jung Kulon National Park is located
Province on the western tip of Java.

The thick expanse of jungle that covers this
part of the island is the most extensive
lowland forest remaining on the densely
populated and heavily developed island. It
was Indonesia’s first proposed National Park
and was declared a UNESCO World Heritage
Site in 1991 in order to preserve the largest
remaining lowland rainforest in Java.
The most famous landmark in the Park is
Krakatau. The island is the site of the largest

volcanic eruption in recorded history in 1883
which devastated the surrounding area. The
communities living on the islets that form the
arc between Java and Sumatra were wiped
out and have yet to be repopulated. The Park
retains its natural beauty and possesses a
very diverse flora and fauna, demonstrating
the ongoing evolution of geological processes since the Krakatau eruption.
Indonesia is home to many endangered
species with the Ujung Kulon Park playing
host to the last natural habitat of the critically
endangered, endemic, single-horned Javan
rhinoceros (rhinoceros sondaicus) along with
several other species of endangered plants
and animals. It is estimated that just 60 Javan
rhinos remain in the Park. Whilst some species
may be at a critically low point in their population
the Park is teeming with wildlife such as
leopards, fishing cats, Javan mongeese and
several species of civets. It is also home to
three endemic primate species; the Javan
gibbon, Javan leaf monkey and silvered leaf
monkey. Over 270 species of birds have
been recorded and terrestrial reptiles and
amphibians include two species of python,
two crocodile species and numerous frogs
and toads.
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Sangiran
Early Man Site
Ahistorys ifwasn’t
Indonesia’s biologically diverse
enough, Java is also home to

Location : Central Java
Year of Inscription : 1996

some of the greatest fossil records in the
world. The archaeological excavations that
have happened here throughout history have
dug up heaps of bones of human ancestors,
like the famous Javan Man. The Sangiran
Early Man Site is situated about 15 kilometres
to the north of Solo town in Central Java,
Indonesia, covering an area of 56 km².

According to a UNESCO report (1995)
"Sangiran is recognized by scientists to be
one of the most important sites in the world
for studying fossil man, ranking alongside
Zhoukoudian (China), Willandra Lakes Copyright: © Ko Hon Chiu Vincent
(Australia), Olduvai Gorge (Tanzania), and
Sterkfontein (South Africa), and more fruitful Roughly half of the fossils that map human
in finds than any of these."
history were discovered on this site and
much of what was postulated about human
evolution at the time comes from the
archaeologists who made discoveries
observing the local wildlife, such as the
gibbon which walks upright just as Javan
Man did. The Park has over 100 Homo
Erectus specimens, dating back to at least
1.5 million years ago. Sangiran is one of the
key sites for the understanding of human
evolution with more discoveries of stone tools
having been made since the initial human
fossil discoveries in the late 19th and early
Copyright: © OUR PLACE The World Heritage Collection
20th centuries.
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Lorentz
Copyright: © Alfindra Primaldhi/Wikipedia

National Park
Fof Java,
ar away from the dense jungles and cities
across the sea to the east is Lorentz

Copyright: © Jaap Folmer/Wikipedia

Location : Papua (formerly
Irian Jaya)

Year of Inscription : 1999

to have glaciers and its mosaic of
landscapes range from snow-capped
National Park in Papua Province. It is the mountain peaks to extensive lowland
largest national park in Southeast Asia and wetlands and coastal areas.
was declared a World Heritage Site at the
turn of the last century. The ‘Pegunungan Visitors to Lorentz should be on the lookout
Mandala’ range is home to the Puncak Jaya for the various bird species including birds
which is the highest peak in Southeast Asia of paradise, tree kangaroos and pig nose
at 4,884 metres. The stunning biodiversity of turtles. Whilst it is likely that the first sighting
the Park comes as no surprise given the of the tribes that dwell within the Park was
wealth of animal species discovered all over made during the early exploration by Dutch
Indonesia, but Lorentz stands out for having traders, no significant contact took place
huge swathes of land that remain unexplored until just over 60 years ago. During that time
and unmapped. The Park is also home to traditional festivals and crafts like wood
multiple tribes that have inhabited the land carving have been encouraged and
continue to flourish within the tiny community.
there for 25,000 years.
Designated as a National Park in 1997 it is In 1999 Lorentz was declared a World
one of only three tropical regions in the world Heritage Site by UNESCO.
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Tropical
Rainforest
Heritage of Sumatra
Location : : Nanggroe Aceh
Darussalam, Sumatra Utara (North
Sumatra), Jambi, Sumatra Barat
(West Sumatra), Sumatra Selatan
(South Sumatra), Bengkulu, and
Lampung on the Island of Sumatra
Year of Inscription : 2004

species numbers and uniqueness. Just as
Java has many famous species named after
it, there are several Sumatran animals, such
as the Sumatran tiger, orangutan and rhino.

Hthe Tropical
eading back in a northwest direction to
Rainforest Heritage of Sumatra

(TRHS)which comprises three widely
separated National Parks; Gunung Leuser
(GLNP), Kerinci Seblat (KSNP) and Bukit
Barisan Selatan (BBSNP). The total area of
the rainforest is 25,000 km2, constituting one
of the biggest conservation areas in Southeast Asia.
As is par for the course for Indonesia, the
biodiversity is exceptional in terms of both
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The TRHS includes the tallest volcano in
Indonesia, Gunung Kerinci which stands at
3,805 metres, along with many other physical
features of exceptional natural beauty,
including; Lake Gunung Tujuh the highest lake
in Southeast Asia, numerous other volcanic
and glacial high-altitude lakes, fumaroles,
waterfalls, cave systems and steep rocky
backdrops. Both GLNP and BBSNP contain
frontages to the Indian Ocean, making the
altitudinal range of the TRHS extend from the
highest mountains on Sumatra to sea level.
All three protected areas in the TRHS
exhibit wide altitudinal zonation of vegetation,
from lowland rainforest to montane forest,
extending to sub-alpine low forest, scrub and
shrub thickets and covering an astounding
diversity of ecosystems.

wstatusithasitsaownholidayuniquedestination
religion and special
for visitors to

Southeast Asia, you could be forgiven for
thinking that Bali is just about the beach and
getting a tan. There is actually much more to
the area, just 15 kilometres north of the
popular traditional town of Ubud you’ll be
greeted by thousands of hectares of lush
green paddy fields. The Cultural Landscape
of Bali consists of five rice terraces and their
water temples that cover 195 km2. The
temples are the focus of a cooperative water
management system of canals and weirs,
known as Subak, that date back to the 9th
century. Included in the landscape is the

18th century Royal Water Temple of Pura
Taman Ayun, the largest and most impressive
architectural edifice of its type on the island.
The Subak reflects the philosophical concept
of Tri Hita Karana, which brings together the
realms of the spirit, the human world and
nature. This philosophy was born of the
cultural exchange between Bali and India
over the past 2,000 years and has shaped
the landscape of Bali. The Subak system of
democratic and egalitarian farming practices
has enabled the Balinese to become the
most prolific rice growers in the archipelago
despite the challenge of supporting a dense
population.

Cultural Landscape of Bali Province :

the Subak System as a Manifestation of the

Tri Hita Karana Philosophy
Location : Central Java
Year of Inscription : 1996
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Indonesia covers a huge area, how easy
it is to get around by bus, plane, car, train
or boat totally depends on where in the
country you are. That said, there are many
airports and private tour companies that
can arrange transportation to and from all
the major sites.

Komodo National Park
The easiest way to get here is to first fly to
Denpasar in Bali and then take another
flight to Labuan Bajo airport on Flores
island, from there you can join an
organised tour or charter your own boat to
the Park.
Prambanan Temple
Compounds
The Temple is very close to Yogyakarta
airport, you can arrange transportation or
take a public bus from the airport.

Borobudur Temple
Compounds
The Temples are close to Yogyakarta city
which is serviced by AdisutjiptoIntenational
Airport, you can fly there from the capital
Jakarta and then it’s about a one hour drive
to the temple from the airport.
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Ujung Kulon National Park
The Park is on the very western tip of Java,
not far from Jakarta. It’s easiest to book
with a tour company from Jakarta but you
can travel there by public bus or taxi in
about a half a day.

Travel

How to

Sangiran Early Man Site
The Site is a few hours away from
Yogyakarta airport, you can take a public
bus to nearby Solo town and then arrange
your own transportation from there.

Lorentz National Park
The Park is way out in the east on the
island of Papau. Reaching it is quite
difficult and as you need special permits
to enter your best bet is to book with a
travel company that will arrange transportation
from Jayapura airport which is in the north
of the island.

Tropical Rainforest Heritage
of Sumatra
Sumatra is in the northeast of Indonesia,
Kualamanu International Airport is in the
northern city of Medan on Sumatra but you
can also reach most areas from Jakarta,
Kuala Lumpur and Singapore by direct
flight.
Cultural Landscape of Bali
Province
Bali has its own international airport in
Denpasar, from there you can arrange
private transportation to the Cultural
Landscape.
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Find US

Where to

Borobudur Temple
Compounds

Where to stay

1. Padmo Sumarno Homestay - Small
but well appointed guesthouse in a
good location, close to many tourist
attractions.
2.First Kinara Homestay - Lovely and
welcoming hotel with very friendly
service.

Where to Eat

1. Patio Restaurant by Plataran Borobudur
– A beautiful colonial restaurant in a
luxury hotel, serves Indonesian and
international food.
2. Serves Indonesian and Asian dishes
with a great view of Borobudur Temple.

What to Buy: Replica of Borobudur

Chedi, wood and stone craft products.

Prambanan Temple
Compounds

Where to stay

1. Joglo Ayem Tentrem - Peaceful, quiet
place with great service located close
to Prambanan.
2. Poeri Devata Resort Hotel – Nice facilities,
good location with a temple view.

Where to Eat

1. Kali Opak - Serves Indonesian food set
amid very pleasant surroundings.
2. Warung DPR Dapoer Pak Robie – Great
Indonesian food and good service.

What to Buy:

Replica wood and
stone craft products.
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Sangiran Early Man Site

Where to stay

1. Alila Solo - Clean and comfortable room
with great facilities like a large bath tub
with a view.
2. Adhiwangsa Hotel and Convention Hall
– Lovely hotel with a big pool, spacious
room and well-equipped.

Where to Eat

1. Baksu Rusuk Palur – Serves Indonesian
food at a reasonable price.
2. Ayam Resto Sragen - Offers Chinese,
Asian and Indonesian food with a great
atmosphere.

What to Buy:

Coloured stones,
carved stone, clothes and accessories.

Cultural Landscape of Bali
Province

Where to stay

1. Jati Cottages - Three-star hotel with
excellent service and convenient
location in Ubud.
2. Boutique Villa Doretanth – Good
service and location, close to the
beach with full amenities.

Where to Eat

1. Kubu at Mandapa – Great Mediterranean
and European food with world class
service.
2. Secret Garden Restaurant – Best
Italian food in Lovina area, also serves
international and seafood dishes.
Private and romantic atmosphere.
http://www.desarannsuites.com/

What to Buy:

Batik clothes,
craved wood products, paintings, accessories, spa products and Balinese
coffee.

Ujung Kulon National Park

Where to stay

1. Blue Whale Sanctuary Hotel - Private
beach and poolside villa. Good for
families and groups.
2. Sambolo Beachfront Gate – H – Private
beach and water sports facilities at this
kitted out resort.

Where to Eat

1. Bandar Djakarta Alam Sutera – Offers
tasty Indonesian, Asian Seafood and
Halal at a reasonable price.
2. Soto Betawi H. Mamat – Popular among
locals, serves a variety of Indonesian
and Asian food.

What to Buy: Wooden Javan rhino,
T-shirt, bags.

Komodo National Park

Where to stay

1. Centro hostel Labuan bajo - Simple
dorm style hostel, clean and communal
vibe at a reasonable price.

2. Golo Hilltop Hotel – Basic hotel in a
green location with a great view.
www.golohilltop.com

Where to Eat

1. Happy Banana – Serves fusion, healthy
food and cocktails. Received Certificate
of Excellence 2017 by TripAdvisor.
2. Mediterraneo. – Serves tasty pizza,
seafood and other Italian dishes.

What to Buy: Replica of Borobudur
Chedi, wood and stone craft products.

Lorentz National Park

Where to stay

1. Guardian Family Hotel – Small, but
clean room, very easy to reach from the
airport.

Where to Eat

1. Rumah Laut Cafe & Restoran – Seaview
restaurant, serving Indonesian food
and seafood with vegetarian choices.

What to Buy: Wooden Javan rhino,
T-shirt, bags.

Tropical Rainforest Heritage
of Sumatra

Where to stay

Padang Homestay - This place is budget
friendly and clean with friendly and warm
service.

Where to Eat

Lamun Ombak – Offers Indonesian, Asian
and Halal food at a reasonable price.

What to Buy:

Carved wooden
products, woven clothes, T-shirt, bags.
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Vat Phou and Associated Ancient Settlements
within the Champasak Cultural landscape
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Talwayshe oldfeatureFrenchon thecolony
of Laos doesn’t
itinerary for hedonistic

The people of Laos are famed for their
pleasant nature and that small town feel
visitors to the region. Whilst the landlocked permeates the air everywhere you go,
country has no beaches to entice travelers, especially as much of the country is made
the town of Vang Vieng is famous for ‘tubing’, up of small towns and village communities.
an activity that involves resting in a rubber
inner tube and floating down the Nam Song Colonial-era buildings sit alongside
River with a can of beer. This activity has traditional architecture in many parts of
been curtailed of late and now Laos is in Southeast Asia, in Laos the blending of
a position to highlight its more refined these influences is felt in both of its World
destinations.
Heritage Sites.
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Town of
Location :

Luang Prabang

Luang
Prabang

Year of Inscription :
1995

Every morning, hundreds of
saffron-robed monks walk the
quiet lanes collecting alms. One
of the city’s major landmarks
is Mount Phou Si; a steep hill
150 metres high with a sharply
inclined staircase that leads to
Wat Chom Si shrine which offers
a stunning panorama of the city
and the rivers.

Lheartuangof aPrabang
in northern Laos sits at the
mountainous region. The town is
built on a peninsula formed by the Mekong
and the Nam Khan River. Luang Prabang is
an outstanding example of the fusion of
traditional Lao and colonial architecture. Its
unique, remarkably well-preserved townscape
illustrates a key stage in the blending of these
two distinct cultural traditions.

The centre of the city consists of four main
roads and is located on a peninsula at the
confluence of the Nam Khan and Mekong
River. The town is well known for its
numerous Buddhist temples and monasteries.
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The richness of Luang Prabang’s
architecture reflects the mix
of styles and materials. In
pre-colonial times, most buildings
were made from wood, with only the temples
being made from stone. At the turn of the
20th century however, when France was
assuming administrative control of Laos,
restrictions limiting brick and stone from
being used on anything other than a temple
were lifted. In a short space of time one- or
two-storey brick houses popped up around
the town and the style spread to other parts
of Indochina as well.
The temple of Wat Xieng Thong, which
dates from the 16th century, comprises an
ensemble of the most complex structures of
all the pagodas of the town.

Vat Phou and Associated Ancient
Settlements within the
Champasak Cultural Landscape
Location : Champasak
Year of Inscription : 2001

Tincluding
he Champasak cultural landscape,
the Vat Phou Temple complex, is

Mekong River are also part of the site, as well
as Phou Kao mountain.

a ruined Khmer Hindu temple complex in
southern Laos, located at the base of mount The temple has a unique structure, in which
Phukao, some 6 kilometres from the Mekong the elements lead to a shrine where a lingam
dedicated to the god Shiva was bathed in
River in Champasak Province.
water from a mountain spring. The site later
The Temple complex is a remarkably became a centre of Theravada Buddhist
well-preserved planned landscape more worship, which it remains as today.
than 1,000 years old. It was designed to pay
homage to the Hindu vision of the relationship The entire area represents a development
between nature and humanity, using an axis ranging from the 5th to 15th centuries, mainly
from mountain top to river bank to lay out a associated with the Khmer Empire. There
geometric pattern of temples, shrines and was a temple on the site as early as the 5th
waterworks extending over 10 kilometres. century, but the surviving structures date
Two planned cities on the banks of the from the 11th to 13th centuries.
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How to

Travel
Laos is a fixture of the ‘banana pancake’
loop which is popular with visitors to the
region, despite this travelling around the
country is difficult. Public transport is
limited although there are a number of
airports.
Luang Prabang
Luang Prabang is serviced by an international
airport which is within easy reach of the
city centre by bus and local taxi. Some
airlines fly directly to Luang Prabang but
it’s also easy to get a domestic flight from
Vientiane’s Wattay International Airport.

Vat Phou
Vat Phou is in the far south of Laos, close
to the Thai border. It is less than hour away
from Pakse International Airport and is very
easy to reach from the town of Pakse. You
can rent a bicycle and cycle there or take
a minivan to the ferry that drops you nearby
and then take a tuk tuk from there.
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Where to

Find US
Town of Luang Prabang

Where to stay

1. Kiridara Villa Ban Visoun - Beautiful
boutique resort, built on the hillside in
Luang Prabang, with an infinity pool
and a great view.
2. Viradesa guesthouse – Small but clean
guesthouse in a good location, close
to many tourist attractions and the
Mekong River.

Where to Eat

1. 525 – Restaurant and cocktail bar
serving international / fusion food,
vegetarian friendly and nice cocktails.
http://525.rocks/
2. Cafe Toui – Serves Laos and Asian
cuisine with Vegan options and imported
wine.
3. Pizza Phan Luang – Italian wood
fired pizzas surrounded by the lush
ambience of Luang Prabang.

What to Buy:

Local handicraft
such as woven clothes and products,
wicker products, paintings.

Vat Phou and Associated
Ancient Settlements within
the Champasak Cultural
Landscape

Where to stay

1. Wopakok Hotel - Minimalist hotel
located next to the Mekong River with
a great view.
Facebook: Wopakok Hotel
2. Le Jardin Hotel – Lovely boutique hotel
with a pool located just outside of town,
offers a very warm and welcoming
atmosphere.

Where to Eat

1. Mama Leuah Restaurant – Western and
Laos specialties with imported wines
and a huge cocktail menu.
www.mamaleuah-dondet.com
2. Nakorn Cafe Guest House and Restaurant
– Delicious food and great value.
Serves Asian and European dishes.
www.champassak.net
3. Chez Fred et Lea – Specializes in
French, European and Asian food.
Facebook: Chez Fred et Lea

What to Buy:

Local woven
clothes and products, wicker products,
silverwares, accessories and paintings.
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Ssubcontinent
traddling the Southeast Asian
and the archipelago that

shares its name, Malaysia is the gateway to
the South. The country is a mix of many
cultural influences from Europe in the colonial
era and the strong Malacca identity built on
trade and commerce.

the centuries gave rise to seaside towns with
a unique character not found anywhere else
in the world. Take a short 90 minute flight
over the sea to Malaysia’s Borneo territory
however and you’ll find some of the wildest
jungle surrounding the mightiest mountain
from the Himalayas to New Guinea.

The combined influence of Dutch, There are four UNESCO sites in Malaysia
Portuguese and British traders throughout and each one feels different to the last.
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Gunung Mulu
National Park
Location : Sarawak,
island of Borneo

Year of Inscription : 2000

G
unung Mulu National Park, situated in the
State of Sarawak on the island of Borneo, is

dominated by Gunung Mulu, a 2,376 metre
high sandstone pinnacle. The Park is also a
home for a high diversity of species, including
many endemic and threatened species, the
large cave passages and chambers provide
a major wildlife spectacle thanks to the
millions of cave swiftlets and bats.
There are many other caves to explore which
are equally as massive and ancient, full of
limestone pinnacles pushing up to the sky
above shale and sandstone formations.
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The Park has maintained the essence of
wonder that would have been felt by the first
explorers to discover this place. Though the
focus has now shifted to promoting ecotourism,
which is the case for many natural parks and
delicate environments in this part of the
world. The deeply-incised canyons, wild rivers,
rainforest-covered mountains, spectacular
limestone pinnacles, cave passages and
decorations found all throughout the Park
produce dramatic landscapes set amid
spectacular scenery.

Lnorthern
ocated in the State of Sabah, in the
tip of Borneo which looks out on the

South China Sea and the eastern islands of
the Philippines, Kinabalu Park covers 754
km 2 . Dominated by Mount Kinabalu
(4,095m), the highest mountain between the
Himalayas and New Guinea, it holds a
distinctive position for the biota of Southeast
Asia. Geologically, Kinabalu Park is a granite
intrusion which formed 15 million years ago
and then thrust itself upward one million
years ago by tectonic movements and was
then later shaped by forces that continue to
define its landscape.
Kinabalu Park is just as wild and untamed as
other parts of the region but it also offers two
picturesque trails to the summit of the Mount
Kinabalu. The entire area has been identified
as a Centre of Plant Diversity for Southeast
Asia; it contains representatives from at least
half of all Borneo’s plant species and is
exceptionally rich in species with elements
from the Himalayas, China, Australia,
Malaysia, and pan tropical floras.

Kinabalu
Park
Location : sabah
Year of Inscription : 2000

Kinabalu Park, established as one of the first
national parks of Malaysia in 1964, is
Malaysia’s first World Heritage Site designated
by UNESCO in December 2000 for its
“outstanding universal values” and the role
as one of the most important biological sites
in the world with more than 4,500 species of
flora and fauna, including 326 birds and
around 100 mammal species.
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Melaka
and
George
Town
Historic Cities of the Straits of
Malacca
Location : malacca
Year of Inscription : 2008

M
elaka and George Town, the historic
cities of the Straits of Malacca are two of the

the early 16th century. Featuring residential
and commercial buildings, George Town
represents the British era from the end of the
18th century. The two towns constitute a
unique architectural and cultural townscape
without parallel anywhere in East and
Southeast Asia.

most seasoned and refined examples of
human interaction in the world. The two
towns both look out on the Straits of Malacca
and have developed over 500 years of
trading and cultural exchanges between
East and West.

Melaka is the smaller town, possibly due to
it being further south and therefore the
second port of call for traders crossing the
Indian Ocean, but it is just as packed with
colonial architecture that now, thanks to
gaining World Heritage status nearly ten
years ago, is safely protected.

With its government buildings, churches,
squares and fortifications, Melaka
demonstrates the early stages of this history
as it came to prominence during the
15th-century Malay sultanate and later the
Portuguese and Dutch periods beginning in

Both George Town and Melaka have the feel
of a walkable town but as the buzz of
modernity begins to permeate the
atmosphere and take hold, it’s possible that
this chance to step totally back in time may
not be long for this world.
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Archaeological Heritage of

the Lenggong Valley
Location : Perak
Year of Inscription : 2012

Sthe taying
on peninsula Malaysia,
lush Lenggong Valley includes
four archaeological sites in two
clusters which feature open-air and
cave sites with Palaeolithic tool
workshops, and other evidence of
early technology. The number of
sites found in the relatively contained
area suggests the presence of
a fairly large, semi-sedentary
population with cultural remains
from the Palaeolithic, Neolithic and
Metal ages.

Gua Teluk Kelawar and Gua Kajang, have revealed
prehistoric burials.
The Lenggong Valley was listed by UNESCO as a
World Heritage site in June 2012.

Perak Man was discovered within
GuaGunungRuntuh cave. Perak
Man is Southeast Asia’s oldest most
complete human skeleton. It is
radiocarbon dated to 10,120 BC and
identified as Australomelanesoid,
a hominid type occupying the
western part of the Indonesia
archipelago and continental
Southeast Asia at the end of the
Pleistocene and early Holocene.
Within the large karst outcrop of
Bukit Kepala Gajah are 20 caves.
Three of these, Gua Gunung Runtuh,

Copyright: © University of Science Malaysia
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How to

Travel
Gunung Mulu National Park
The Park is in the northeast of Malaysian
Borneo, the easiest way to get there is to
fly to Mulu airport from either Kuala Lumpur
or Singapore. If you’re already in Borneo,
flying to Mulu airport is still the best option
as it is directly linked to the entrance to the
Park.

Kinabalu Park
The Park is serviced by Kota Kinabalu
airport which most airlines fly to directly
from surrounding countries. Getting from
the airport to the Park is fairly simple as
there is a regular shuttle bus throughout
the day and most tour companies will
include this in their package.
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Melaka and George Town,
Historic Cities of the Straits
of Malacca
The two towns of Melaka and George Town
are on the west coast of Peninsula
Malaysia. George Town is serviced by
Penang International Airport and Melaka is
serviced by Melaka airport. Both airports
are close to the city centre, it is also
possible to reach Melaka by land from
Kuala Lumpur.

Archaeological Heritage of
the Lenggong Valley
The Valley is not hugely publicized and
can seem hard to reach, however there are
bus services from Kuala Lumpur each day
and if you fly into Penang it is also possible
to arrange transportation to the town of
Lenggong. From there you can arrange a
trip to the caves where the archaeological
site can be found.

Melaka and George Town,
Historic Cities of the Straits
of Malacca

Where to stay

1. G2 Holiday Apartment – Clean, cozy
place with outdoor pool and located in
Bandar Hilir, Melaka City Center, close
to some tourist attractions.
2. The Pines Cottage - Close to the city
centre and family-friendly activities.
Facebook: Chez Fred et Lea

Where to Eat

1. Straits Affair – Tea room serves Asian
and Malaysian food.
Facebook: Straits Affair
2. The Daily Fix – Serves European and
Fusion food with Vegan options
Facebook: The Daily Fix Cafe

What to Buy: Clothes, bags and
home decorations.

Kinabalu Park

Where to stay

1. Mt Kinabalu Holiday Camp Hotel – Good
place for nature lovers, great views with
peaceful and tranquil atmosphere.
2. Poring Hot Spring & Nature Reserve
Resort - located at the foot of Mount
Kinabalu. It features bird-watching
spots, a butterfly farm, a sulphur bath
and an outdoor pool.

Where to

Find US
Archaeological Heritage of
the Lenggong Valley

There are not many choices of hotels and
restaurants around the Valley, tourists usually stay
in the nearby city.

Where to stay

1. Suria Holiday Home - A detached
holiday home, featuring a view of
Maxwell Hill (Bukit Larut).
2. TeratakMyza Guesthouse – A private
unit of a vacation home in a convenient
location for both city centre and airport.

Where to Eat

RestoranMakananLaut Sin HupYik
Serves Chinese cuisines.
What to Buy: Wicker products,
pottery, home decoration.

GunungMulu National Park

Where to stay

Mulu Marriott Resort &Spa - Five-star
luxury in a lush tropical rainforest.

Where to Eat

Where to Eat

What to Buy: Home decorations,

What to Buy: Mat, bags, necklace,

1. Chilli Vanilla – Serves Mediterranean,
European and Hungarian food.
2. Kedai Kopi Yee Fung – Choices of
Chinese, Asian and Malaysian food.
fruits, clothes and bags.

M Cafe - Local and international cuisine
with an ambience of rustic elegance,
located inside the Mulu Marriott Resort &
Spa.
color stones.
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56 / MYANMAR

Tvisitherethis hasincreasingly
never been a better time to
open country, once

of the infrastructure dating to colonial times.
Yet there is also a sense of a country on
hidden in plain site as visitors to the region the move and that the natural beauty and
flew overhead to the more accessible traditional way of life may soon become
countries to the east, Myanmar has become hidden behind modern buildings in a few
years to come.
the next frontier for adventure.
Whilst getting around the country can seem Myanmar has only one UNESCO site, but
quite challenging, the rewards are worth it. now is the time to go and find it.
The sense of history is palpable, with much
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The Pyu
Location : Pyay (Sri Ksetra),

Ancient Cities

Taungdwingyi (Beikthano),
Shwebo (Hanin)
Year of Inscription : 2014

M
yanmar’s first and only entry into the
UNESCO list came in 2014 when the ruins

of what was once Southeast Asia’s largest
walled city was granted Heritage status
along with the other parts of the Pyu Ancient
Cities. Perhaps a symbol of the encouraging
sounds coming from Myanmar at the time as
the country opened up the award certainly
served to boost its profile. The Pyu Ancient
Cities run a straight line north to south
through Myanmar providing visitors to all the
sites with a deep immersion in this fast
changing country. The Pyu Ancient Cities are
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the earliest testimony of the introduction of
Buddhism into Southeast Asia almost two
thousand years ago. The Pyu people showed
a striking capacity to assimilate Indic
influences and swiftly move into a significant
degree of reinvention. They created a special
form of urbanization, the city of extended
urban format, which subsequently influenced
urbanization in most of mainland Southeast
Asia. These earliest Buddhist city-states played
a seminal role in the process of transmitting
the literary, architectural and ritual traditions
of Pali-based Buddhism to other societies in
the sub-region where they continue to be
practiced up to the present day.
Together the three cities provide evidence
for the entire sequence and range of Pyu
urban transformation from the 2nd century
BC to the 9th century AD, Buddhist monastic
communities, distinctive mortuary practice,
skilful water management, and long distance
trade all stem from this now lost community
of people. At all three Pyu Ancient City sites,
the irrigated landscape of the Pyu era
stillhasan impact on the rural livelihoods of
the modern population, while the religious
monuments continue to be venerated by
Buddhist pilgrims from throughout the region.

How to

Travel

Where to

Find US

Myanmar has opened up over the course
of the decade making access to the
country slightly easier. Most visitors still
need to obtain a visa beforehand though
and you will most likely arrive in the largest
There is not much choice when it comes
city of Yangon.
to accommodation and restaurants around
the site, tourists may prefer to stay in
The Pyu Ancient Cities
nearby bigger cities such as Mandalay,
The cities are spread across three areas Yangon or Naypyidaw.
but the easiest way to reach them is by
flying to Mandalay and arranging private
Where to stay
1. Diamonds Inn, Mandalay – Modern
transportation from there.
facilities, good location, friendly
service.
2. The Link 78 Mandalay Boutique Hotel
– Located in the urban area of
Mandalay, well-equipped and modern
hotel.
www.edenhotelsandresorts.com

Where to Eat

1. Mingalabar Myanmar Restaurant –
Good place to enjoy authentic Burmese
cuisine, plenty of vegan options.
Facebook: Mingalabar Myanmar
Restaurant
2. Bistro At 82nd - Tasty European food
in the heart of Mandalay.
www.bistro82ndmandalay.com

What to Buy : Local wicker products,

wood craft products, Buddha statues,
and home decorations.
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THE
Sthe prinkled
across the South China Sea,
Philippines is an island nation with

and modern day Christian faith.

a seemingly endless supply of hidden The exotic mingling of Spanish words
beaches and untouched beauty.
within the Tagalog language will subtly lure
you in as you bounce from island to island,
Upon first arrival you might be greeted by running north to south down through
the sights and sounds of a heaving Asian Baroque churches and karst mountains as
metropolis speeding towards modernity, but you take in all six of the country’s UNESCO
look a little closer and you’ll see countless sites.
examples of the country’s Spanish history

The
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Baroque Churches of

the Philippines
Location :

Manila, Santa Maria, Paoay and
Miag-ao

Year of Inscription :
1993

Tstatusherein theare Philippine
four churches with Heritage
archipelago, two on

the northern island of Luzon, one in Manila,
and another in the central Visayas island of
Iloilo. The churches are all built with a squat,
monumental style that can seem formidable
and impress a fortress mentality on visitors,
similar to Latin American churches. The
strong buttresses were a design feature
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specific to the area as the churches were
built within the Circle of Fire which causes
tremendous earthquakes. The church of San
Augustin is the oldest church in the country,
built in 1607, and is visually similar to
Puebla Cathedral in Mexico and features a
trompe-l’oeil ceiling painted by Italian artists
Cesare Alberoni and Giovanni Dibella.
The Church of La Nuestra Señora de la
Asuncion in Santa Maria, Ilocos Sur was built
on a clear plain between the mountains and
the sea, unlike other most churches of this
type which would typically be built in a town
square or central plaza. The Church of San
Agustin in Paoay, Ilocos Norte is considered
the finest example of ‘earthquake baroque’
as it has survived countless earthquakes
since it was built, thanks
to its fourteen buttresses.
T h e Church of Santo
Tomas de Villanueva in
Miag-ao, Iloilo actually
functioned as a fortress,
which can be seen in its
watchtowers that flank
the main entrance.
Another clue is the secret
passages within the
building.

natural protection for the marine wildlife
habitats, which are extensive and diverse.
This area includes a deep sea and three
atolls containing an exotic range of sharks,
whales, dolphins and turtles. Barracudas
and the last species of breeding seabirds in
the country round off an impressive list that
earns Palawan and the Park their place as a
site that must be preserved.

Tubbataha
Reefs

Tareahearebeaches
in and around the Palawan
famous for their untouched beauty,

just one look and visitors’ minds are racing
with the endless possibilities that the coming
years hold for the fastest growing economy
in Southeast Asia. Whilst other sunkissed
island chains in the region can feel
overwhelmed with tourism and construction,
the province and island of Palawan has
retained a bustling atmosphere interspersed
with endless blue and
gold horizons devoid of
development.

Natural Park

Location : Palawan
Year of Inscription : 1993

Tubbataha Reefs Natural
Park is just one example of
the abundant life found in
Palawan. UNESCO named
it a Heritage Site due to its
pristine coral reef and 100
metre long wall, along with
its extensive lagoons and
islands. The reefs form a
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Rice Terraces of

the Philippine
Cordilleras
Btimeeingin aablenaturalto visibly
see the passage of
environment is something

that binds together many of the UNESCO
Sites on this list. In some cases such a
phenomenon is down to the absence of
human activity but there are also examples of
an agricultural shape becoming permanently
intertwined with the landscape it sits within.
In the case of the Rice Terraces of the
Philippine Cordilleras this is thanks to
generation after generation working the rice
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Location : Ifugao
Year of Inscription : 1995

fields, allowing an unbroken chain of knowledge
to continue down through to today.
The terraces are located in the northern island
of Luzon, whilst they cover a massive area
the inscribed site demarcates five specific
terraces that are immaculately well
preserved. They date back to 2,000 years
ago and have been carefully
managed in keeping with
the local environment since
then. The terraces were
carved into the contours of
the mountain and utilized
sophisticated irrigation
systems to take advantage
of the water running down
from the forest cladding
above. There is still much to
learn about the religious and
ethnic makeup of the terraces,
with a detailed map of the
area yet to be drawn.

Historic Town of

Vigan
Location : Ilocos Sur
Year of Inscription : 1999

Vestablished
igan is a planned colonial town
by Spanish colonialists in the

16th century, throughout its 500 year history
it has survived to find itself at the intersection
of trendy tourist spot and essential cultural
artefact. As can be found with the Baroque
Churches, the colonists who built on the site
at Vigan designed it to be similar to their
towns in Spain, with a grid layout and a main
plaza to centre all the administrative and
religious buildings around. All of this layered

with cobblestones and that thick orange
texture that clings to the air in every historic
Spanish town.
UNESCO listed Vigan as a Heritage Site as
it is the best preserved example of a town
from the era, this is thanks to its grid system
which counts 233 historical buildings along
its 25 streets, including the Cathedral of
St Paul which sits astride the two plazas.
The city is well preserved but still feels lived
in and is popular with tourists who come to
stroll along the quiet streets and discover the
secrets the city holds. Like the traditional
Abel cloth weaving that is still practised to
this day or the antique furniture for sale
outside the homes of former governors.
There are also modern bursts of creativity in
the form of cafes and resurgent local recipes
like empanada and Vigan pho which can be
found in street stalls around the plaza.
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Puerto-Princesa
Subterranean
River
National Park

Outside visits are limited to 600 people per
day, the journey down the river being the
biggest draw. Most boat trips take you
halfway into the cave, after four kilometres
the water becomes tidal as the river draws
closer to the sea. That’s far enough though
eturning to Palawan for another wonder as you can imagine the mysterious sights
of the natural world, the Puerto-Princesa and sounds that lie in the dark depths of the
Subterranean River National Park stands out mountain.
for its eight kilometre long underground river.
The river charts a course through a network Beyond the river the wider park contains a
of chambers under the St Paul Mountain vital mountain-to-sea ecosystem that serves
Range, the result of millions of years of to protect the habitats of marine life and the
steady erosion led to the river tunnelling its significant forest coverage found across the
way out into the ocean on the opposite side. Park.
Location : Palwan
Year of Inscription : 1999

R
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Mount
Hamiguitan
Range Wildlife
Sanctuary

Location : Davao Oriental
Year of Inscription : 1991

Copyright: © IUCN Naomi Doak

TSanctuary
he Mount Hamiguitan Range Wildlife
is a mountain ridge that runs from
just 75 metres above sea level all the way up
to 1,637 metres above sea level. The ridge
provides a habitat for a wide variety of
terrestrial and aquatic wildlife as it climbs up
into the sky. Critically endangered creatures
such as the Philippine eagle and the
Philippine cockatoo find one of their last
homes here.

It’s not just animal life though of course,
UNESCO notes the Sanctuary’s work in
safeguarding a substantially intact and
highly diverse mountain ecosystem. The
entire area covering 68 km2 is protected by
several regulations as part of a national
scheme that stops activities such as logging,
mining, exploration or surveying for energy
resources inside the property. All of this
takes place against the backdrop of a

robust relationship with the local indigenous
population.
The layers of regulation have helped to
protect Mount Hamiguitan Range Wildlife
Sanctuary from exploitation but that doesn’t
mean they’ve curtailed tourism entirely. In
May 2016 an eco-park was opened which
contains a museum and research centre
along with cabins and campsites for guests
and mountain trails and gardens with viewing
decks.

Copyright: © Kleomarlo /Wikipedia
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How to

Travel

The Philippines is another archipelago and
is easiest to navigate by utilizing air travel
to hop around the different islands. Public
transport is less developed than other
countries in the region so be prepared to
arrange private transportation.
Baroque Churches of the
Philippines
The Churches are found at four different
locations, Manila, Santa Maria, Paoay and
Miag-ao, either within city confines or near
a major city and so fairly easy to reach by
plane with some private transportation to
get to the final destination.

Rice Terraces of the
Philippine Cordilleras
The Terraces are built into a mountainside
in the north of Luzon island, you can reach
them from Manila by bus or private minivan
but it takes an entire day to get there so be
sure to allow a few days for the trip.

Puerto-Princesa Subterranean
River National Park
Puerto Princesa has an international airport
which is a one hour flight from Manila. You
can reach the Park by taking a ferry and
bus from the airport or arranging private
Tubbataha Reefs Natural transportation overland.
Park
Far southwest of the Philippines in the Sulu
Sea, the Park is best reached by flying to Mount Hamiguitan Range
Puerto Princesa on Palawan and then Wildlife Sanctuary
arranging private transportation.
Francisco Bangoy International Airport is
in Davao City on the southeast island of
Historic Town of Vigan
Mindanao, from there it’s a half day drive
Vigan is in the northwest of Luzon, you can to the Sanctuary.
take a bus or private minivan from Manila.
The nearest airports are small and not
serviced by most commercial airlines.
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Historic Town of Vigan

Where to stay

Hotel Luna and Hotel Luna Annex Museum hotel in the heart of the city

Where to

Find US

Where to Eat

1.Cafe Uno. –Filipino and Asian food.
Facebook : Cafe Uno
2. Cafe Leona –Pizza and Filipino dishes.

What to Buy: Horse drawn
carriage model and old town paintings

Baroque Churches of the
Philippines

Where to stay

Classy Condo Unit at Shell Residences
– Great for families, lots of facilities.

Where to Eat

1. Spiral – International cuisine with Italian
and French specialties.
2. Cafe Ilang – Ilang – International food.

Puerto - Princesa
Subterranean River National
Park&Tubbataha Reefs
Natural Park

Where to stay

Filigans Hotel – Within easy reach of all
the beauty spots in the area.

Where to Eat

Kalui Restaurant - Filipino, Asian and
seafood.

What to Buy:

Carved wood
products, pearl necklace, seafood.

What to Buy: Postcards, carved Mount Hamiguitan Range
wood products and clothes.

Rice Terraces of the Philippine
Cordilleras

Where to stay

Agape Log Cabin And Restaurant –
Properly rustic wooden cabin, each room
is unique.

Where to Eat

Uyami’s green View Lodge & Restaurant
- Family style restaurant in Banaue.

What to Buy:

Woven clothes,
carved wood products, wicker bags and
wood dolls.

Wildlife Sanctuary

Where to stay

1. Executive Tulip Apartelle – Centre of
Davao City, near the park and town
square.
2. Villa Viva Belgica - Belgian/Filipino
family run hotel with that homey feel.

Where to Eat

1. Bon Appetit! La Boutique – French
cuisine.
2. Jack’s Ridge – Filipino and Asian
dishes.

What to Buy: Mats, bags, necklaces,
fruits.
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Lcanikesometimes
Cambodia, Vietnam’s recent history
play a bigger part in the

testament to the Hindu-Buddhist traditions,
many of Vietnam’s sites celebrate the
flourishing of Confucius and Feng Shui. Its
ancient structures to the north were built in
this period almost one thousand years ago
after Vietnam gained independence from
China.

country’s biography than is necessary.
Throughout its history Vietnam’s 3,200
kilometres of coastline has been teeming
with fishing villages running up from the
Mekong Delta to the Chinese border with
much of that culture recognised by
UNESCO.
Ancient imperial cities, serene towns and
the natural wonder of Ha Long Bay are just
Just as the other nations of the region are a some of the eight sites on UNESCO’s list.
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Complex of

Hue Monuments
Location : Thua Thien-Hue
Year of Inscription : 1993

LVietnam’s
ike so many countries in the region,
capital has moved throughout the

construction that defines the period. It has
survived three wars in the second half of the
20th century and a recent boom in tourism
and urban development. The site includes
the Imperial Citadel and the tombs of the nine
kings of the Nguyen dynasty.

centuries, with traditional architecture and
old cultures left behind. Hue was Vietnam’s
capital from 1802 until 1945 when the
monarchy collapsed and the country was
split into two between North and South. The
city is important in Vietnam’s history not just The structures of the Complex of Hue
as a pretty old city but also as a connection Monuments are carefully placed within the
to the country’s cultural and religious past. natural setting of the site and aligned
cosmologically with the Five Cardinal Points
The city is an excellent example of an eastern (centre, west, east, north, south).
feudal capital and the town planning and
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Hbaysa Long
Bay is one of the most famous
in the world, twice recognised by

UNESCO for its biodiversity the bay is a
cavalcade of sweeping vistas and majestic
limestone karsts that jut out of the bay’s
languid waters.
Thanks to its size and specific geography,
the islands in the bay are uninhabited and
have never felt the hand of human development
or interference, aside from a few floating
houses. Ha Long Bay offers every kind of
experience a visitor could want and it is

within easy reach of the capital Hanoi.
The bay is accessible all throughout the
year and there are all sorts of offers for
accommodation on boats that look part
Mississippi steamer and part Chinese junk.
There are all manner of caves and grottos to
explore as well as activities like kayaking
between the little islets. Ha Long Bay offers
a powerful insight into the geoclimatic
history of karst formation with their diverse
features that distinguish themselves even to
the untrained eye.

Ha Long
Bay

Location : Quang Ninh
Year of Inscription : 1994, 2000
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Hoi An
Ancient Town

THoiheAnarchetypal
Vietnamese fishing village,
has it all. Timber frame houses, wooden

Location : Quang Nam
Year of Inscription : 1999

pagodas and shrines for each merchant
family, Chinese lanterns that line the streets
with their silk blowing in the gentle breeze
from the canals, their light shimmering as a
reflection in the calm waters.

began to wane around the same time that
Hue became the country’s capital, causing
it to remain almost as a living museum over
the last 200 years. Its relative isolation from
the many changes to Vietnam during that
time is one of the reasons for its Heritage
status.

The covered Japanese bridge is the standout
landmark in Hoi An and certainly worth a
stroll across, but much of what makes Hoi
An special is the experience of walking
through the town and soaking up that
atmosphere. Hoi An’s mercantile success

Hoi An is an extremely well preserved
example of a port that went through many
cultural exchanges with East and West
from the 16th century to the very early 19th
century and yet has totally sidestepped the
development that took place since then.
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My Son
Location : Quang Nam
Year of Inscription : 1999

Jstopped
ust 50 kilometres south from a town
in time lies a cluster of temples that

have been weathered by it. My Son Sanctuary
is a complex of Hindu temples that were built
between the 4th and 13th century by the
Champa Kingdom. The Cham were an
indigenous people to the region who had
their own religion but also swiftly took on
influences from India, as can be seen in the
temples to Shiva at My Son.

Sanctuary

WWII and both Indo-China wars. The temples
were used as a base by the Vietcong and
there are still many landmines being
removed from the area. Since the reunification
of Vietnam however, conservation work has
been carried out and now the grounds are
well maintained and protected, allowing
deeper research into the cultural exchanges
that took place here.

Though the Cham still exist as a small minority
in both Vietnam and Cambodia, they are split
along religious lines between Islam
and Hinduism, with some also keeping to
Mahayana Buddhism. The temples at
My Son are a testament to a culture that
The temples are in a semi-ruinous state as underwent significant evolution over a
they took considerable damage during the millennium or more but is now extinct.
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Phong Nha
Ke Bang

National Park

Location : Quang Binh
Year of Inscription : 2003

Aforest allmixsituated
of caves, karst formations and
on an impressive plateau,

the Phong Nha-Ke Bang National Park is
located in the middle of a mountain range
which runs through Laos, Vietnam and
Cambodia. The diversity in its forestation and
habitats made it worthy of inclusion as a
World Heritage Site, due in part to the
distinctive topography of its karsts but also
because of the story told by its numerous
caves and rivers.

oldest karst ecosystems in the world.
Terraced caves and suspended caves
intersect along a winding trail that forms part
of the longest underground river in the world.
The caverns themselves are also famous for
being the largest in the world.

Tourism activities into the cave are possible
outside of the rainy season, with only 800
permits granted each year. The situation is
being managed well though as a staggering
94% of the Park is covered in karst forest and
The multitudes of caves hidden beneath the the biodiversity on display is being carefully
landscape come in all shapes and sizes, maintained.
totalling over 100 kilometres in one of the
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Fof theor history
buffs wanting a complete picture
changes Vietnam has undergone for

untouched or exist as ruins, the citadel is a
positive example of political involvement in
ensuring the authenticity and survival of
historical architecture. As recently as 2006
a management authority was organised to
help maintain the integrity of the Citadel and
the action plans that have been laid out are
a positive example for other structures
around the world.

over a millennium look no further than the
Imperial Citadel of Thang Long. Inscribed as
a Heritage Site exactly one thousand years
after it was built, the citadel was the capital
of the later Ly Dynasty which ruled over much
of northern Vietnam. It remained the capital
for almost 800 years before being moved to
Hue in 1802, it was reborn as Hanoi which
owes its current position as capital of modern The Citadel is situated within the city of Hanoi
Vietnam to the Citadel which is contained so it’s easy to visit even for day-trippers, the
within the city centre.
buildings that predate modern Vietnam have
been restored and modified with a museum
Many of the buildings have suffered damage replacing the more recently installed French
throughout the years and unlike other ancient barracks.
structures on this list which have either been

Central Sector of the Imperial
Citadel of Thang Long

Hanoi

Location : Quang Binh
Year of Inscription : 2010
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Citadel of the

Ho Dynasty
Location : Thanh Hoa
Year of Inscription : 2011

Tmorehe Citadel
of the Ho Dynasty is not much
than four walls each just under a

kilometre long with four vaulted gateways
around 30 feet high. What makes it impressive
though is that the walls are made from huge
stones held together without mortar, the
structure was built according to the principles
of fengshui to align with the surrounding
mountains and on a plain between two rivers,
and it was all planned and built in the space
of just three months in 1397 by a dynasty
that lasted only seven years. Vietnamese
stonemasons had only recently mastered the
art of cutting and assembling stones without
adhesive so its impressive that the Citadel
was built according to the relatively new
Confucius principles in such a short amount
of time.
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When the emperor was eventually
overthrown by the Ming army from China, the
insides of the Citadel were completely
destroyed and yet the walls remained standing
and retained their original appearance over
600 years later. There is still much to learn
about its construction and the history of the
time, but by making UNESCO’s list as a
World Heritage Site, it will be protected and
opened up for tourism and inspection without
falling prey to overdevelopment or damage.

Trang An

Landscape Complex

Location : NinhBinh
Year of Inscription : 2014

The karst tower landscape is not only
stunning but also accessible for tourists. The
rock towers have sheer vertical walls that
shoot up out of the water like giant jade
fingers or shimmering green swords. The
he most recent addition to the list is the surrounding water winds around them,
Trang An Landscape Complex, home to forming rivers wide enough for visitors to
pagodas, ancient temples, winding rivers travel along in traditional sampans.
and mysterious caves. The whole package
of the complex is what makes it so inviting,
the interesting terrain is complemented by
its accessibility. The recent inscription comes
after many years of research and excavations
in the region, which has revealed much
about the early inhabitants of Trang An and
their relationship with their environment.
Stone tools, pottery and human and animal
remains have all been found in the caves,
with some showing signs of human activity
as far as back as 30,000 years ago.

T

A constant human presence continued up
from then through to the Bronze Age until the
10th century when it was established as the
capital of the Dai Co Viet and Dai Viet, the
name given to Vietnam until the early 19th
century. Lasting such a long time throughout
history offers a unique intersection of ancient
human culture and the changing face of
Vietnamese culture over time.
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How to

Travel

Hue
Hue is serviced by an international airport
which many airlines fly to, you can also
reach the city by bus and train when
travelling north from Hoi An or south from
Hanoi.

Ha Long Bay
Ha Long Bay has its own airport but is also
an easy drive from Hanoi. There are many
private tour operators in Hanoi that offer
transportation to Ha Long city and then to
the islands.
Hoi An
Hoi An city is less than hour from Da Nang
International Airport, there is a shuttle bus
from the airport that takes you directly to
the city and you can also take a taxi. You
can reach Hoi An by train and bus when
travelling north from Ho Chi Minh or south
from Hue.
Phong Nha-Ke Bang
National Park
The Park is inland, near the border with
Laos north of Hue. It’s about a four hour
drive and most companies will offer a two
day tour that involves staying for a night in
the Park.
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My Son Sanctuary
My Son Sanctuary is a little more remote
than Hoi An but a similar distance away
from Da Nang airport, although further
inland. There isn’t any accommodation in
the immediate vicinity of the Sanctuary so it’s
best to travel there from Hoi An or Da Nang.
Central Sector of the Imperial
Citadel of Thang Long –
Hanoi
The Citadel is located in the centre of
Hanoi, just south of Ho Tay lake. Most
airlines fly directly to Hanoi.
Citadel of the Ho Dynasty
The Citadel is a few hours south of Hanoi,
you can arrange day trips and two day
tours and it’s also possible to stay at
nearby NinhBinh the night before and
continue with a privately booked minivan.
Travelling north from Hue would involve an
overnight bus.
Trang An Landscape Complex
Trang An is just under two hours south
from Hanoi and quite easy to reach with a
private minivan, many tour companies offer
day trips and you can also take a public
bus some of the way.

Complex of Hue Monuments
Where to stay
Glenda Hotel – Great value in a central
location, near the sleepy Huong River.

Where to Eat

COCOCLUB – Vietnamese and French
cuisine, poolside dining under shady
palm trees.
What to Buy: Local Hue style
handicraft and Hue symbols. Dolls,
Vietnamese hats, chinaware.

Hoi An Ancient Town
Where to stay

Tra Que Riverside Homestay – Opulent
rooms by the river and near the most
picturesque spots of Hoi An.

Where to Eat

Wooden House Cafe & Restaurant –
Friendly, family owned and run restaurant.
What to Buy: Postcards, Vietnamese
style clothes, paintings and paper lanterns.

Central Sector of the Imperial
Citadel of Thang Long
Where to stay
TQT Hanoi Hotel - Great location for
exploring.

Where to Eat

Duong’s Restaurant & Cooking Class –
Traditional Vietnamese dishes mixed with
Vietnamese/French fusion dishes.
What to Buy: Wood craft products,
Vietnamese style clothes, accessories and
Vietnamese coffee.

Ha Long Bay

Where to stay

Halong Lavender Cruises – Make a wooden
sail boat your home or the bay.

Where to Eat
1958 Restaurant – Chic, modern restaurant.
What to Buy: Wood craft products,
pearl necklace, seafood.

Where to

Find US

My Son Sanctuary
Where to stay

Tam Thanh Beach Resort & Spa –
Beachside resort away from the hustle
and bustle.

Where to Eat

Long Phung Seafood Restaurant – Large
open air restaurant serving Vietnamese
seafood.
What to Buy: Wood craft products,
Vietnamese style clothes, paintings and
paper lanterns.

Citadel of the Ho Dynasty
Where to stay
Phoenix Hotel – Elegant hotel with stun
ning façade.

Where to Eat

Home Collection - Great stop-off point.
Postcards,
Vietnamese style clothes and hats,
accessories made from seashell.

What to Buy:

PhongNha - Ke Bang
National Park
Where to stay

Chay Lap Farmstay - Bungalows nestled
at the base of the ancient karst formations.

Where to Eat

Tuan Ngoc Restaurant – Affordable soul
food.
What to Buy: Vietnamese sweets,
wood craft products, Vietnamese style
clothes and accessories.

Trang An Landscape Complex
Where to stay
Buffalo Eco Garden Guest House –
Green fingers will love the garden.

Where to Eat

Trung Tuyet Restaurant, specializes in
Vietnamese pizza.
What to Buy: Wicker products,
woven clothes, and bags.
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Teconomic
he tiny city state of Singapore is an
marvel, standing out from its

neighbors to rank as one of the most modern
places on Earth.
Visitors here may come for the shopping and
to see the modern marvels along the marina,
but there is just as much to marvel at in its
cultural history.

building techniques and utilizing the local
resources to make a brand new style. Many
of the towns and buildings on UNESCO’s
list are examples of this as often these sites
are trading towns that have since waned or
administrative centres that were moved after
independence. In a few cases, however, the
former colony underwent wholesale change
and developed at breakneck speed, totally
enveloping its historical core with modernity.

Colonial architecture often stands out for
blending European design with traditional Singapore is such a place.
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Singapore

Botanic Gardens

W
hat makes the Botanic Gardens stand
out is that it has survived since the first

concept of ‘Singapore’ and lived through
multiple forms of the country. First thought of
as ‘Botanical and Experimental Garden’ by
the country’s founder Sir Stamford Raffles in
1822, the site’s current location was made
into a garden in 1859. Later, botanists from
Kew Gardens in London, which was already
a 100 year old organisation, would come to
Singapore to manage the Gardens and
conduct research.

Location : Singapore
Year of Inscription : 2015

Travellers to Singapore often notice how
green the city is, famed for being clean and
organised thanks to special efforts by the
government. In 1963 Singapore began ‘The
Greening of Singapore’ which was part of
this plan and helped by the Gardens, whose
recently reinstalled British directors had just
published a hefty collection of research
conducted during the war years when they
had been relieved of their duties but not their
studies.

Visitors to the Gardens today will get to see
Even during the Japanese occupation the the history of tropical plant life everywhere
Gardens maintained operations, with they look whilst enjoying the modern
botanists from Kyoto being brought in to experience that a centre of learning has to
conduct research into tropical tree growth. offer. It is this continuity of purpose that
inspired UNESCO to grant it Heritage Status.
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How to

Travel
As a well developed and modern city-state
Singapore is extremely easy to navigate,
the country is well serviced by its metro
and public bus system and most airlines
fly to the international airport.
Botanic Gardens
Fly into Singapore and catch the MRT to
the city centre and then follow the route to
the Gardens.

Where to

Find US
Where to stay

1. Villa Samadhi Singapore by Samadhi
– Lovely restored colonial building set
in a nice jungle atmosphere.
www.villasamadhi.com.sg
2. ZEN Rooms Suntec - A restored
pre-war shophouse repurposed into a
unique hostel. Small room, but
well-equipped.

Where to Eat

1. Summer Pavilion, Fratini La Trattoria
– This Italian restaurant is a great place
for dinner. Travellers’ Choice™ 2016
Winner of TripAdvisor.
http://fratinilatrattoria.com/
2. Creperie Entre – Nous – They serve
delicious and authentic French crepes.
www.entrenous.sg

What to Buy :

At the Garden’s
souvenir shops they offer books,
gardening supplies, foods, sweets,
T-shirts and tea.
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The Culture
Trail

1 history,
S outheast Asia is rich with

and grew into what is the modern Thai culture
of today. The UNESCO site incorporates
three cities that shared a common
water supply and related hydraulic
infrastructure and were joined by a highway,
4 5
the first major road of its kind in the region,
called Thanon Phra Ruang after the king who
The Hindu, Buddhist, Muslim, Catholic and built it.
Confucian philosophies all wound their way
3
Sukothai
from Bang
Bangkok’s
into both day-to-day life and the highest You can fly toPhong
Nha-Ke
echelons of power across Southeast Asia. Suvarnbhumi airport with Bangkok Airways.
Seeing the diversity of the sites that UNESCO Recommended duration of stay: 1-2 days
has listed for their cultural importance is an
experience that will leave you with memories Leave Sukothai and head south for
that last a lifetime.
Ayutthaya
thousands of years of civilizations rising and
falling leaving behind monuments that tell
tales of ancient opulence and religions and
2 and
Thungyailanguages that have endured
adapted
Huai Kha Khaeng
to the modern world.

It takes around seven hours to get from
Ho Chi Minh City
Sukothai to Ayutthaya by bus or five hours
by renting a private minivan. Both options
are fairly easy to arrange and getting around
the city is simple, you can arrange a day trip
There’s no better place to start this cultural with a travel company that will collect you
tour than the birthplace of Siam and Siamese from your hotel and take you around the
architecture. The civilization that flourished different temples and sites in the old city.
here can lay claim to being the birthplace of
a culture that was later nurtured elsewhere What remains of Ayutthaya today is

Route one

Sukothai – Ayutthaya – Ban Chiang –
An-gkor Wat – Sambor Prei Kuk –
Hoi An– Luang Prabang

6
Komodo
National Park
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effectively a huge archaeological site as the city
was never reclaimed or repopulated after it
was abandoned and its populace moved
south to establish Bangkok. The city exists
as ruins with signature spires reaching up
to the sky from the rubble below.
Recommended duration of stay: 1-2 days
Leave Ayutthaya and make your way to
Ban Chiang Archaeological Site

Ban Chiang is far in the northeast of
Thailand, the best way to get there is to fly to
nearby Udon Thani from Bangkok’s Don
Mueang Airport. You can get to the airport
in less than hour with a taxi or private
minivan, there are also several bus options that
take you directly to the airport but these
take closer to three hours.

housing tourists visiting Angkor Wat so
getting from the airport to the city and then
to the entrance to the compound is easy to
organise.

Recommended duration of stay: 2-4 days
Leave Angkor Wat and make the short
trip to Sambor Prei Kuk

When you’re ready to get out of Siem Reap
the bus is your friend, there are public
buses that can take you to Phnom Penh and
then up to Sambor Prei Kuk for a day trip.
Alternatively you can arrange private
transportation to the latest UNESCO site in the
region directly as the town of Kompong
Thom near the ancient temples is north of
Phnom Penh.
The temples are older and less explored
than Angkor Wat, so the town is smaller and
you will need to get a guide to take you to
the site. The upside is that you’ll have
smaller crowds to deal with.

Once you arrive at Udon Thani airport it’s a
quick drive to Ban Chiang, you can stay
overnight there or make it a day trip from
Udon Thani. There’s public transport and
private minivans from Udon Thani airport to Recommended duration of stay: 2-3 days
Ban Chiang but you can also hop on the
bus from Udon Thani city to Ban Chiang Leave Sambor Prei Kuk and make your
village. From the village you can take a way to Hoi An in Vietnam
tuktuk or local transport to the archaeological Take the bus south to Phnom Penh, from
there fly to Da Nang in northern Vietnam.
site.
Recommended duration of stay: 1-2 days Da Nang is close to Hoi An and it’s easy to
arrange private transportation from the
Leave Ban Chiang and head south to airport to your hotel in the old town of Hoi
Angkor Wat
An.
The border between Cambodia and
Thailand is very easy to cross by land, many You can also catch the bus and most hotels
travel companies will take you from Udon in Hoi An will offer a collection service from
Thani to Siem Reap, the city close to the Da Nang International Airport.
ancient Angkor temples. It is a lot faster and Recommended duration of stay: 3-4 days
more pleasant to fly, many airlines offer
flights from Udon Thani to Siem Reap with Leave Hoi An and head to your last
a stopover in Bangkok. You’ll find Siem destination of Luang Prabang
Reap is a city built around entertaining and
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Get back to Da Nang International Airport Recommended duration of stay: 2-4 days
and fly to Luang Prabang airport, usually
Melaka and carry on down to the
via Hanoi. Like Hoi An, all of Luang Prabang Leave
Botanic Gardens
town is a joy to discover so when you land There
are direct flights from Melaka to
at the airport you can walk out and Singapore,
you can get into the city from the
experience the town from the get go.
airport using the train and then anywhere
the city-state is within reach of the
To get into the city from the airport takes in
expansive
MRT.
less than 10 minutes by taxi.
Recommended duration of stay: 3-4 days The Botanic Gardens are five minutes away
from Singapore’s main shopping street of
Route Two
Orchard Road. There is an MRT named
Sukothai – George Town – Melaka – Orchard Road and then you can either walk
Botanic Gardens – Borobudur – Prambanan or take the bus to the Gardens.
Temple Compounds

Set up a base in Sukothai to start your
cultural journey, after exploring the temples of
this ancient civilization you can jump
forward in time to one of the best preserved
examples of colonial era development in
Southeast Asia.

Recommended duration of stay: 1 day

Fly across the Java Sea to Borobudur

Get back to Singapore airport and then fly
down to Yogyakarta in central Java,
Indonesia. You’ll land at Adisucipto
International Airport and then take a taxi into
Yogyakarta. You can arrange a day trip with a
You can fly from Sukothai to the modern travel company to the Borobudur compounds
meeting point of eastern and western from Yogyakarta or take the public
civilization on the Mallaca Strait.
bus to Borobudur and then grab a local taxi
to the entrance to the compounds.
George Town is the capital of Penang on
p
Peninsula
Malaysia, Penang has its own You can also go directly to Borobudur from
international airport with direct flights from the airport, stay at a hotel there and then
most cities in the region. There’s a bus arrange transportation to the temples
service from Penang airport to George locally.
Town every 30 minutes and you can also Recommended duration of stay: 2-3 days
arrange a taxi, both types of transport take
less than an hour.
Prambanan Temple Compounds
Recommended duration of stay: 2-4 days The Temple Compound of Prambanan is
also near Yogyakarta so you can make the
Leave George Town and continue down city your base for visiting this area of
Indonesia.
the peninsula to Melaka
Make your way back to Penang International Airport and fly to Malacca International You can arrange a day trip from Yogyakarta
Airport, from there it’s a 20 minute drive by or take a taxi to the entrance of the Temple.
Recommended duration of stay: 2-3 days
taxi to the town centre.
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T

The Nature
Hike

here are so many stunning sites to the crisp cool air that clings to the mountains
visit across Southeast Asia, each with once the rains have stopped.
something unique to offer yet there are
You can rent a minivan to take you from
common threads linking
Suvarnbhumi Airport to Pak Chong or to a
Areas of gorgeous natural beauty cover hotel near the Park. From Pak Chong you
continental Southeast Asia, providing lush can arrange to be dropped at the northern
habitats for all sorts of wildlife. Exploring gate of the national park which is around
the regions UNESCO Sites listed for their 14 kilometres from the visitor center inside
environmental importance is easy and very the national park.
Recommended duration of stay: 2-3
rewarding.
days

Dong Phayayen-Khao Yai Forest Complex
– Thungyai Huai – Nha-Ke – Ha Long Bay
– Komodo National Park

Starting from Thailand’s cultural hub of
Sukothai in the center of the kingdom you
can fly down to Bangkok’s main airport
of Suvarnbhumi, from there it’s 168
kilometres to Khao Yai National Park. The Park
is a popular spot for tourists, especially as
a weekend getaway for Bangkokians and
Thais seeking a bit of fresh, cool air, so the
route is well trodden.

LEAVE KHAO YAI AND HEAD WEST TO THUNGYAI
HUAI KHA KHAENG WILDLIFE SANCTUARIES

The Sanctuaries cover three provinces along
the Thai-Myanmar border and can feel
more like a wildlife study area than a tourist
destination, which is why it’s the perfect
place to head to after Khao Yai.

The best way to experience the park is to
head to Uthai Thani first which is 236
kilometres from Khao Yai. You can get to
Uthai Thani from Khao Yai by bus but you
There’s a high annual rainfall for this part of will have to change at Ayutthaya and
Thailand, making the busy season even possibly at Saraburi as well.
busier as tourists and Bangkokians on
weekend getaways all cram their trips into a From Uthai Thani it’s only another 90
few short months near the end of the year. kilometres from the city centre to the
Time your trip just right and you can catch entrance to the Sanctuary at Huai Kha Khaeng.
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or experiencing the entire area you
Making that journey by private transportation plan on
is the most convenient option.
can hike south from the northern entrance
and exit the park at Kanchanaburi.
There are not as many facilities as Khao Yai
so it’s a good idea to arrange a guide from From Kanchanaburi
Uthai Thani who can take you on one of the
trails that leads through all three provinces, There’s a regular van service that picks
including Kanchanaburi and Tak. The guide you up from your hotel in Kanchanaburi
will also help obtaining the permit to camp and takes you to Victory Monument in
near the ranger station.
central Bangkok for between 100-200 Thai
baht. From Victory Monument you can take
If you don’t have much time to spend there the train to Suvarnbhumi airport.
are short trails of less than one kilometre that
start near the campsite as well as longer half
day and full day treks.
Recommended duration of stay: 3-4 days

Exit the Sanctuaries and make your way
Nang and Phong Nha-Ke Bang National
Park

The bus from Kanchnaburi to Bangkok
drops you at Pinklao and from there you
A mix of caves, karst formations and forest can take the bus to Makkasan which
all situated on an impressive plateau, the connects to the Airport Link Red Line.
Phong Nha-Ke Bang National Park is
located in the middle of a mountain range From Uthai Thani
which runs through Laos, Vietnam and
Cambodia. The diversity in its forestation From Uthai Thani you can either take the
and habitats made it worthy of inclusion as journey by road to Suvarnbhumi airport
a World Heritage Site, due in part to the which is just under three hours by car.
distinctive topography of its karsts but also Buses drop you at Mo Chit bus station where
because of the story
you can transfer by
told by its numerous
taxi or public bus to
caves and rivers.
Mo Chit BTS station
and then take the
You can exit
Green Line to Phaya
Huai Kha Khaeng
Thai station.
Sanctuaries at either
Kanchanaburi or
Uthai Thani but if you
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to Ha Long Bay which will take care of
everything on the itinerary including
accommodation on a boat in the bay. If you
From Suvarnbhumi airport you fly to Da want to do things solo the journey takes
Nang. Bangkok Airways offers one flight a roughly 4-5 hours by bus.
Recommended duration of stay: 2-3 days
day to Da Nang.

Da Nang to Phong Nha-Ke Bang National
Park

You can take either the bus or train to Dong LEAVE HANOI AND FLY TO JAKARTA
Hoi which takes about 4-5 hours. From
there you can take a public minibus to Head back to Hanoi and catch one of the
Phong Nha during the day or a private taxi daily flights to the Indonesian capital of Jakarta.
in the evening.
Recommended
duration of stay: 3-4
days

Leave Phong Nha-Ke
Bang National Park
and head north to
Hanoi and Ha Long
Bay

Ha Long Bay is easy to reach from Hanoi by
public bus, private taxi or as part of a tour
group. The drowned limestone karst pillars
rise up on the horizon as you approach the
Gulf of Tonkin. If you’ve arranged a tour from
Hanoi you’ll be taken care of all the way and
the various activities will be arranged for you.
If you book accommodation on one of the
boats this will also be part of a package that
includes daytime activities.

From Jakarta you can fly directly to Labuan
Bajo which is the main airport near the park. It
is possible to cross Java and reach the Park
by land but it takes a day and a half.
FROM JAKARTA TO KOMODO NATIONAL PARK

Flying to Labuan Bajo is the best way to start
a tour of Komodo National Park as Labuan
Bajo is the main transportation hub for the
entire province. From there you can charter
Phong Nha-Ke Bang National Park to your own boat for a few days and spend the
Hanoi
nights sleeping onboard. It’s best to arrange
least a two day long trip as the Park is very
You can travel from the nearby town of at
spread
over several islands and whilst
Dong Hoi by overnight train to Hanoi which meetingout
the
mighty Komodo dragon is the
takes roughly ten hours. Dong Hoi airport highlight there’s
plenty to fill up a long
offers four flights a day to Hanoi.
weekend.
You can arrange a guided tour from Hanoi Recommended duration of stay: 4-5 days
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The Mixed Route
Some sites fall under both the culture

You might decide to stay overnight in Ninh
and nature criteria, so here’s a little extra Binh if you’ve arranged the trip yourself,
trip you can take if you want a little of giving you time to get going to Trang An
early the following morning. When you arrive
both.
at the dock you’ll be greeted by a fleet of
Sukhothai – Trang An
boats, each with their own rower who will
Fly from Sukhothai to Hanoi. From Hanoi it also act as a guide.
takes a half day to get to Trang An, you
can arrange day trips from your hotel in If you’ve arranged a day trip from Hanoi the
Hanoi but if you’d prefer to stay longer cost of the boat and guide will be included
there is accommodation in nearby Ninh in the package but you can easily buy
Binh. If you decide to make your own way tickets on the day. The guides will take you
there leave Hanoi by bus from Giap Bat on a journey through the scattered karst
Bus Station and arrive in Ninh Binh two mountains and deep into the caves, most
hours later, from there it’s a short trip either of which are well lit with electrical lighting.
by taxi or your own rented vehicle to Trang Recommended duration of stay: 1-2 days
An.
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Historic Town of Sukhothai and Associated Historic Towns
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